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OVERVIEW
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES:
300
TURNOVER:
EUR 23 mil
REFERENCES:
12,000 houses sold in 26 countries
3 mil windows sold in 30 countries
Real estate development projects
SALES NETWORK:
Germany, Italy, Switzerland, Russia,
Ukraine, Turkey, Japan

ABOUT JELOVICA GROUP
Jelovica prides itself on its 100
years of tradition in developing
and designing energy conserving houses, windows and doors.
Jelovica’s energy conserving windows are manufactured in Slovenia
and excel with their harmony of
modern design and a rich tradition
of wood construction. In the field of
prefabricated houses and buildings,
Jelovica is one of the European pioneers of energy conserving wood
construction.
The company has built 12,000
energy conserving houses and has
also earned trust on the demanding
markets of settlement construction,
energy conserving public buildings,
tourist apartment buildings and
multi-occupied houses.

NEW CONCEPT
OF LIVING
Jelovica Group boasts a 100-year tradition and is considered the leading
Slovenian manufacturer of houses,
windows and doors.
With its 55 years of tradition in designing and creating energy efficient
prefabricated houses, Jelovica is one
of the European pioneers in the field
of energy conserving construction.
So far, the company, which exports
most of its production, has built
more than 12,000 low energy consumption buildings in 26 countries
worldwide, which places it among
the largest European companies in
the sector. The company is proud
of its modern technology, which is
compliant with demanding Slovenian and international standards
and uses quality natural materials to
build houses.
Jelovica offers its customers a
completely individual approach to
architectural solutions. In 2010, the
company introduced a completely
new concept for houses called
Revolution, which represents a
revolutionary approach to modern
methods of choosing a new home.

In a 100 years of tradition the company
has sold more than 3 million energy efficient windows in more than 30 countries.
Each Jelovica window goes through a
technologically perfected and carefully monitored production process that
ensures that the highest requirements for
energy conservation, durability and quality of living are met. The wooden windows provide excellent thermal insulation
and thus, besides conserving energy,
co-create conditions for healthy living.
The company's range of windows on the
market can satisfy the requirements of
every client. Besides wooden windows,
the company also provides wooden windows in combination with aluminium and
PVC. Each window is a combination of
modern design and revolutionary technological solutions that respect tradition.
55 years of tradition in constructing
lowenergy facilities made of wood make
up the firm pillar of Jelovica’s knowledge,
experience and design. In the real estate
sector, Jelovica enjoys the trust of clients
across the globe. Jelovica has constructed
a number of energy-saving kindergartens
and other multi-dwelling buildings in
Slovenia and abroad.

CONTACT INFORMATION
JELOVICA GROUP - GREGOR BENČINA, President & CEO
JELOVICA WINDOWS - ROBERT KUPEC, Managing Director
JELOVICA D.D., Kidričeva 58, 4220 Škofja Loka, Slovenia
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JELOVICA HOUSES - GREGOR BANIČ, Managing Director
JELOVICA INVEST - ALEŠ EKAR, Managing Director

e-mail: info@jelovica.si
tel: +386 4 511 32 15
fax: +386 4 511 32 16
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